
 
 

IMPROVING THE ABILITY OF TELEMATICS TO MEASURE AND REDUCE DRIVER RISK 

The driver Information Bureau’s research shows that around 90% of all accidents are caused to some 

degree by human error and approximately 45% of these accidents are related to visual performance 

errors that occur somewhere on the See-Identify-Predict–Decide-Act continuum. (SIPDA) 

Traditionally Transport operators have used on-board computers and cameras in order to measure 

driver performance and risk, often in the form of Risk ratings. These tools have made a tremendous 

difference in many businesses particularly where the data is collected at a driver level. 

These reports have alerted management as to which of their drivers present a risk and which drivers 

need training or correction.  

The problems with these measures. 

The problem with traditional Telematics measured risk is that they are usually based on elements 

like speeding, harsh braking and acceleration, events that have already happened.   

No account is taken of the Drivers Actual Visual Performance Ability, which is the ability of the driver’s 

eye brain function to carry out the physical and physiological processes required to make good and 

timeous judgements needed on the road. 

 

A more accurate measure of risk emerges when Telematics scores include a driver’s visual 

performance ability.  

A Visual performance assessment is conducted in a 20-minute internet based assessment and then 

combined together with telematics scores, as shown in the example below. 

 

 

 



 
 

What is interesting from what we see from the data is that drivers with low Visual Performance 

scores do not necessarily have poor Telematics scores. This is encouraging as it suggests that Low 

scores can be overcome with the application of proper defensive driving skills and greater levels of 

caution. 

So what is the Value of Visual Performance based assessments used with Telematics scores? 

We believe the benefits are as follows: 

a) A better understanding for the Fleet manager as to who his risky drivers are. An Ultra High 

risk driver in our mind is one who has a combination of high incidents and low visual 

performance ability, Driver 37-40 in the graph above for example. 

b) A better understanding for the driver of his own weakness: A driver who is “unconscious” of 

his poor visual performance status is essentially “Unconsciously Incompetent”. The resulting 

assessment that measures the driver against an accepted benchmark moves the driver from 

being “Unconsciously incompetent” to a state of being “Consciously in-competent”. This 

awareness we have found creates instantly greater level of caution and creates a need to 

receive instruction whether it be defensive driving training or correction from a supervisor.  

 Improved understanding of a driver’s state of physical and mental health: A sudden change 

in visual performance from one year to the next may suggest some underlying problem, 

either health or psychological that may need further investigation. 

 Improved understanding for the need for better driver health: Finally, the scores will help 

reinforce the message that health and fitness are important for visual performance as visual 

performance is affected by poor health. 

 

We trust that the implementation of this approach based on sound logic and the best scientific 

knowledge available. Will complement existing technology and training, not replace them. 

The Driver Information Bureau is in the business of creating Visual Performance benchmarks in the 

field of Commercial Drivers.  We use Eyegym as the basis for our assessments. The Eyegym technology 

was developed initially for top performing sportsmen at the Stellenbosch Sports Science Institute. Dr 

Calder has a PhD in the Visual Performance Sciences and her technology has a phenomenal success 

record, helping sportsmen and women execute SIPDA faster and more accurately. Eyegym boasts 

being an integral part of two rugby world cup teams, a hockey Olympic gold and a British open to 

name just a few accolades.  
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